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NON-SIMPLE VECTOR BUNDLES ON CURVES

Abstract. Let A be a finite dimensional unitary algebra over an algebraically
closed fieldK . Here we study the vector bundles on a smooth projective curve
which are equipped with a faithful action ofA.

1. Introduction

Let K be an algebraically closed field,A a finite dimensional unitaryK -algebra,X a smooth
connected complete curve of genusg defined over Spec(K), E a vector bundle onX andh :
A → H0(X,End(E)) an injective homomorphism of unitaryK -algebras. HenceId ∈ h(A).
We will say that the pair(E, h) is an A-sheaf or anA-vector bundle. A subsheafF of A will
be called anA-subsheaf of(E, h) (or just anA-subsheaf ofE) if it is invariant for the action
of h(E) on E. Notice that if A 6= K , then E is not simple and in particular rank(E) > 1
and E is not stable. For any vector bundleG on X let µ := deg(G)/rank(G) denote its slope.
We will say that(A, h) is A-stable (resp.A-semistable) if for everyA-subsheafF of E with
0 < rank(F) < rank(G) we haveµ(F) < µ(E) (resp. µ(F) ≤ µ(E)). In section 2 we will
prove the following results which give the connection between semistability andA-stability.

THEOREM 1. Let (E,h) be an A-vector bundle. E is semistable if and only if(E,h) is
A-semistable.

THEOREM2. Let(E, h) be an A-vector bundle. Assume that E is polystable as an abstract
bundle, i.e. assume that E is a direct sum of stable vector bundles with the same slope.(E,h) is
A-stable if and only if there is an integer r≥ 1 and a stable vector bundle F such that E∼= F⊕r

and A is a unitaryK -subalgebra of the unitaryK -algebra Mr×r (K) of r × r matrices whose
action onK⊕r is irreducible.

THEOREM 3. Let (E, h) be an A-sheaf. Assume that E is semistable but not polystable.
Then E is not A-stable.

DEFINITION 1. Let(E, h) be an A-sheaf. For any A-subsheaf F of E let h(A, F) be the im-
age of h(A) into H0(X,End(F)). Set c(h, F) := dimK h(A, F), λA(F) := µ(F)/c(h, F) and
εA(F) = µ(F)c(h, F). We will say that(E,h) (or just E) isλA-stable (resp.λA-semistable) if
for every proper A-subsheaf F of E we haveλA(F) < λA(E) (resp.λA(F) ≤ λA(E)). We will
say that(E, h) (or just E) isεA-stable (resp.εA-semistable) if for every proper A-subsheaf F
of E we haveεA(F) < εA(E) (resp.εA(F) ≤ εA(E)).

For any subsheafF of the vector bundleE on X the saturationG of F in E is the only
subsheafG of E such thatF ⊆ G, rank(G) = rank(F) and E/G has no torsion, i.e.E/G is
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locally free if rank(F) < rank(E), while G = E if rank(F) = rank(E).

REMARK 1. Let (E,h) be anA-sheaf,F an A-subsheaf ofE andG the saturation ofF
in E. G is h(A)-invariant and hence it is anA-sheaf. Sinceh(A, F) = h(A, G), we have
λA(F) ≤ λA(G), εA(F) ≤ εA(G), λA(F) = λA(G) if and only if G = F andεA(F) = εA(G)

if and only if G = F

For any vector bundleF and any line bundleL we haveEnd(F) ∼= End(F ⊗ L) and
µ(F ⊗ L) = µ(F) + deg(L). This shows that in general the notions ofλA-stability, λA-
semistability,εA-stability andεA-semistability are NOT invariant for the twist by a line bundle
(see Example 1). We believe thatεA-stability is the correct notion for the Brill - Noether theory
of non-simple vector bundles. In section 3 we will describe all the K -algebras arising for rank
two vector bundles.

2. Proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3

Let (E, h) be anA-sheaf onX. Since the saturation of anA-subsheaf ofE is an A-subsheaf of
E, the usual proof of the existence of an Harder - Narasimhan filtration of any vector bundle on
X (see for instance [2], pp. 15–16) gives the following result.

PROPOSITION1. Let (E, h) be an A-sheaf. There is an increasing filtration{Ei }0≤i≤r
of E by saturated A-subsheaves such that E0 = {0}, Er = E, Ei is saturated in Ei+1 for
0 ≤ i < r and Ei+1/Ei is Ai -semistable, where Ai ⊆ H0(X,End(Ei+1/Ei )) is the image of
h(E) in H0(X, End(Ei+1/Ei )) andµ(Ei+1/Ei ) > µ(B) for every other Ai -subsheaf of E/Ei .

Proof of Theorem 1.If E is semistable, then obviously it isA-semistable. Assume thatE is
not semistable and letF be the first step of the Harder - Narasimhan filtration ofE. Thus
{0} 6= F andµ(F) > µ(E). By the uniqueness of the Harder - Narasimhan filtration ofE
the subsheafF of E is invariant for the action of Aut(E). Since Aut(E) is a non-empty open
subset ofH0(X, End(E)), F is invariant for the action of theK -algebraH0(X, End(E)). Since
h(A) ⊆ H0(X, End(E)), F is anA-subsheaf ofE. ThusE is not A-semistable.

Proof of Theorem 2.The if part is easy (see Example 2). Here we will check the other impli-
cation. SinceE is polystable, there is an integers ≥ 1, stable bundlesF1, . . . , Fs (uniquely
determined up to a permutation of their indices) withFi � F j if i 6= j and positive integers

r1, . . . , rs such thatE ∼= ⊕1≤i≤sF
⊕

r i
i . SinceE is polystable,µ(Fi ) = µ(F j ) for all i, j .

SinceFi andF j are stable, with the same slope and not isomorphic,h0(X,Hom(Fi , F j )) = 0

if i 6= j . HenceH0(X, End(E)) ∼=
⊕

1≤i≤s Mr i ×r i (K). Since each factorF⊕r i
i is invariant for

the action of the group Aut(E), it is H0(X,End(E))-invariant and henceh(A)-invariant, i.e. it
is an A-sheaf. Sinceµ(Fi ) = µ(F j ) for any i, j , E is A-stable only ifs = 1. Obviously,A is
a unitaryK -subalgebra of the unitaryK -algebraMr1×r1(K) of r1 × r1 matrices and the induced

action ofA is irreducible because no proper direct factor ofF⊕r1
1 is A-invariant.

Proof of Theorem 3.SinceE is semistable but not polystable, the existence of a Jordan -Hölder
filtration of E shows the existence of a maximal proper subsheafF of E with 0 6= F 6= E and
µ(F) = µ(E). Indeed,F contains all proper subsheaves ofE with slopeµ(E). Thus F is
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invariant for the action of the group Aut(E). HenceF is H0(X,End(E))-invariant and hence an
A-sheaf. ThusE is not A-stable.

EXAMPLE 1. Take(E,h) with A 6= K , rank(E) = 2 and E non-split extension of a
line bundle M by a line bundleL . Set a = dimK (A). Assume thatL is A-invariant and
that E has noA-invariant line subbundle of degree> deg(L); the last condition is always
satisfied if deg(L) ≥ deg(M); both conditions are satisfied if deg(L) ≥ deg(M) and E �

L ⊕ M. Hence, with the notation of Example 3,A ∼= A(V) for some vector subspaceV of
H0(X,Hom(M, L)). Hence deg(M) ≥ deg(L). We haveλA(L) = deg(L) and λA(E) =

deg(E)/2a = (deg(L) + deg(M))/2a. Sinceh0(X, Hom(M, L)) > 0, E is not λA-stable if
deg(M) ≥ 0. If deg(M) ≥ 0, thenE is λA-semistable if and only ifL ∼= M (i.e. equiva-
lently by the conditionh0(X,Hom(M, L)) > 0 if and only if deg(M) ≥ deg(L)) anda = 2. If
2(deg(L)) < a(deg(L)+deg(M)) (resp. 2(deg(L)) ≤ a(deg(L)+deg(M)), thenE is εA-stable
(resp. εA-semistable). Hence if deg(M) ≥ 0, E is alwaysεA-semistable and it isεA-stable if
and only if either deg(M) > 0 ora ≥ 3.

REMARK 2. If (E,h) is λA-semistable (resp.λA-stable) then it isA-semistable (resp.A-
stable) becausec(h, F) ≤ c(h, E) for everyA-subsheafF of E.

PROPOSITION2. Fix integers a, r , d with a≥ 1 and r ≥ 2. Let X be a smooth and
connected projective curve. Let R(r, d, a) (resp. S(r,d, a), resp. T(r, d, a)) be the set of all
vector bundles E on X such that there exists a unitaryK -algebra A with dim(A) = a and an
injective homomorphism ofK -algebras h: A → H0(X, End(E)) such that the pair(E,h) is A-
semistable (resp.λA-semistable, resp.εA-semistable). Then R(r, d, a), S(r,d, a) and T(r, d, a)

are bounded.

Proof. The boundedness ofR(r, d, a) follows from Theorem 1 and the boundedness of the set
of all isomorphism classes of semistable bundles with rankr and degreed. The boundedness
of S(r, d, a) follows from the boundedness ofR(r, d, a) and Remark 2. Now we will check the
boundedness ofT(r, d, a) proving that it is a finite union of bounded sets. The intersection of
T(r, d, a) with the set of all semistable bundles is obviously bounded.Hence we may consider
only unstable bundles. LetT(r, d, a; c1, . . . , cx) be the set of all bundlesE ∈ T(r, d, a) formed
by the vector bundles whose Harder - Narasimhan filtration isof the form{Ei }0≤i≤x+1 with
E0 = {0}, rank(Ei ) = ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ x and Ex+1 = E. SinceE ∈ T(r, d, a) and eachEi
is an A-sheaf, we have deg(Ei )c(h, Ei )/ci ≤ deg(E)a/r and hence deg(E/Ei ) = deg(E) −

deg(Ei ) ≥ deg(E)(1 − aci /rc(h, Ei )). The set of all vector bundles onX with rankr , degree
d and anx + 1 steps Harder - Narasimhan filtration satisfying thesex inequalities is bounded
([1]); in this particular case this may be checked in the following way; for 0 ≤ i ≤ x the
set of all semistable bundlesEi+1/Ei is bounded; in particular the set of all possibleE1 is
bounded; the set of all possibleEi+1 is contained in the set of all extensions of members of
two bounded families, the one containingEi+1/Ei and the one containingEi , and hence it is
bounded; inductively, after at mostr steps we obtain the result.

From now on in this section we consider the case in whichX is an integral projective
curve. Setg := pa(X). An A-sheaf is a pair(E, h) whereE is a torsion free sheaf onX and
h : A → H0(X,End(E)) is an injective homomorphism of unitaryK -algebras. A subsheafF
of E is saturated inE if and only if eitherF = E or E/F is torsion free. Every subsheafF of
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E admits a unique saturation, i.e. it is contained in a unique saturated subsheaf ofE with rank
rank(F).

REMARK 3. Proposition 1 is true for a torsion free pair(E,h) on X; obviously in its state-
ment the sheavesEi , 1 ≤ i < r , are not necessarly locally free but each sheafEi+1/Ei is torsion
free. The proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3 and of Proposition 2 work verbatim.

3. Nilpotent algebras

DEFINITION 2. We will say that A is pointwise nilpotent if for every f∈ A there isλ ∈ K
and an integer t> 0 such that( f − λ)t = 0. In this caseλ is called the eigenvalue of f and
the minimal such integer t is called the nil-exponent of f . The nil-exponent is a semicontinuos
function on the finite-dimensionalK -vector space A with respect to the Zariski topology. Hence
in the definition of pointwise-nilpotency we may take the same integer t for all f ∈ A.

REMARK 4. Fix f ∈ h(A) such that there isλ ∈ K andt ≥ 2 such that( f − λId)t = 0
and ( f − λId)t−1 6= 0. For any integeru ≥ 0 set E( f, u) := Ker(( f − λId)u). Since
Im(( f − λId)u) ⊆ E, Im(( f − λ)u) is torsion free and henceE( f, u) is saturated inE and in
E( f, u + 1). Looking at the Jordan normal form of the endomorphism of thefiber E|{P}, P
general inX, induced by f − λId, we see that rank(E( f, u)) < rank(E( f, u + 1)) for every
integeru with 0 ≤ u < t . In particulart ≤ rank(E) and we havet = rank(E) if and only if
E( f, 1) is a line subbundle ofE.

EXAMPLE 2. Fix an integerr ≥ 2 and letA be a unitaryK -subalgebra of the unitaryK -
algebraMr×r (K) of r × r matrices whose action onK⊕r is irreducible. For anyL ∈ Pic(X) the
vector bundleE := L⊕r is an A-sheaf.E is semistable as an abstract vector bundle and every
ranks subbundleF of E with µ(F) = µ(E) is isomorphic toL⊕s and obtained fromE fixing
ans-dimensional linear subspace ofK⊕r . Thus we easily check thatE is A-stable. Similarly,
for any stable vector bundleG the vector bundleG⊕r is A-stable.

EXAMPLE 3. AssumeA 6= K Id and take anA-paier(E, h) with rank(E) = 2. Hence
E is not simple but no proper saturated subsheafL of E may have a faithful representation
A → H0(X,End(L)); more precisely, a saturated proper subsheafL of E is anA-subsheaf of
E if and only if each element ofh(A) acts as a multiple of the identity onL . First assumeE
indecomposable. SinceE is not simple but indecomposable, it is easy to check the existence of
uniquely determined line bundlesL , M on X such thatE is a non-split extension ofM by L and
deg(L) ≥ deg(M). we haveh0(X,End(E)) = 1 + h0(X,Hom(M, L)) and there is a linear sur-
jective mapH0(X, End(E)) → H0(X,Hom(M, L)) with Ker(u) = K Id. For every linear sub-
spaceV of H0(X,Hom(M, L)) there is a unique unitaryK -subalgebraA(V) of H0(X,End(E))

with u(A(V)) = V . We have dim(A(V)) = 1 + dim(V) and A(V) is pointwise-nilpotent with
nil-esponent two (except the caseV = {0} becauseA({0}) = K Id). Each algebraA(V) is com-
mutative. For every unitaryK -subalgebraB of H0(X,End(E)) there is a unique linear subspace
V of H0(X, Hom(M, L)) such thatB = A(V). Now assumeE decomposable, sayE = L ⊕ M.
H0(X,End(E)) is not pointwise-nilpotent. We haveh0(X, End(E)) = 2+h0(X, Hom(M, L)).
If L ∼= M, thenH0(X,End(E)) ∼= M2×2(K). Any commutative subalgebra ofH0(X,End(E))

has dimension at most two and it is isomorphic toK ⊕ K with componentwise multiplication.
Any pointwise-nilpotent subalgebra ofH0(X, End(E)) has dimension at most two and if it is
not trivial it has nil-exponent two. Now assumeL � M. Hence eitherh0(X, Hom(M, L)) = 0
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or h0(X,Hom(L , M)). Just to fix the notation we assumeh0(X, Hom(L , M)) = 0. Every non-
trivial pointwise nilpotent subalgebraB of H0(X,End(E)) has nil-exponent two and dimension
at most 1+ h0(X,Hom(M, L)). For any integerv with 0 ≤ v ≤ h0(X,Hom(M, L)) and for
every linesr subspaceV of H0(X, Hom(M, L)) with dim(V) = v there is a pointwise nilpotent
subalgebraB of H0(X,End(E)) and the isomorphism class ofB as abstractK -algebra depends
only from v, not the choice ofV and are isomorphic to the algebraA(V) just described in the
indecomposable case. A byproduct of the discussion just given is thatE is A-stable if and only
if A ∼= M2×2(K) andE ∼= L ⊕ L .

EXAMPLE 4. Fix an integera ≥ 2 and two vector bundlesB, D on X such thath0(X,

Hom(B, D)) ≥ a−1. Fix a linear subspaceV of H0(X,Hom(B, D)) with dim(V) = a−1 and
let D(V) := K Id ⊕ V be the unitaryK -algebra obtained taking the trivial multiplication onV ,
i.e. such thatuw = 0 for all u, w ∈ V . Notice thatD(V) is commutative. Consider an extension

(1) 0 → B → E → D → 0

of D by B. There is a unique injectionh : D(V) → H0(X, End(E)) of unitary K -algebras
obtained sending the elementv ∈ V ⊂ D(V) into the endomorphismfv : E → E obtained
as composition of the surjectionE → D given by (1), the mapv : D → B and the inclusion
B → E given by (1).

PROPOSITION3. Assume char(K) 6= 2. Let A be a commutative pointwise-nilpotent al-
gebra with nil-exponent two and(E,h) an A-sheaf. Set a:= dim(A). Then there exist vector
bundles B, D and a linear subspace V of H0(X, Hom(B, D)) with dim(V) = a − 1 such that,
with the notation of Example 4, E fits in an exact sequence (1),A ∼= D(V) and h is obtained as
in Example 4, up to the identification of A with D(V).

Proof. Take a generalh ∈ h(A) and letλ be its eigenvalue. Setu = f − λId, B′ = Ker(u) and
D′ = E/B′. Sincea ≥ 2, f /∈ K Id and henceu 6= 0. ThusD′ 6= {0}. Since Im(u) ⊆ E, B′

is saturated inE. HenceD′ is a vector bundle. Sinceu2 = 0, B′ 6= {0}. There is a non-empty
Zariski open subsetW of A such that for everym ∈ W, calling λm the eigenvalue associated
to m, we have rank(Ker(m − λmId)) = rank(B′) and deg(Ker(m − λmId)) = deg(B′). Set
w = m − λmId. Since(u − w)2 = 0 andu2 = w2 = 0, we haveuw + wu = 0. Since
A is commutative and char(K) 6= 2 we obtainuw = wu = 0. Sinceu2 = w2 = 0 we
obtain Im(u) ⊆ Ker(u) ∩ Ker(w) and Im(w) ⊆ Ker(u) ∩ Ker(w). Vary m in W and call B
the saturation of the unionT of all subsheaves Im(w1) + · · · + Im(wx), x ≥ 1, andwi ∈ W
and nilpotent for everyi . T is a coherent subsheaf of Ker(u) because the set of all such sums
Im(w1) + · · · + Im(wx) is directed and we may use [3], 0.12. SetD := E/B. Thus we have an
exact sequence (1). We just proved thatB is contained in Ker(w) for all nilpotentw coming from
some f ∈ W. SinceW is dense inh(A), we haveB ⊆ Ker(w) for every nilpotentw ∈ h(A), i.e.
every f ∈ h(A) is obtained composing the surjectionE → D given by (1) with a mapD ∈ B
and then with the inclusion ofB in E given by (1). Henceh(A) ∼= D(V) for some V.
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